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OBAMA SAYS THIS, TRUDEAU SAYS THAT, SANTA CLAUS SAID THE
OTHER THING

What a lot of nonsense it

is to think that a single man or woman makes the decisions
regarding governmentʼs ways of helping corporations and wealthy jews. or supposedly
doing something to benefit the sheeple. Of course, we at the Down the Rabbit Hole know
it is a lot of malarky. The CEOs of the various countries; ie: the Prime Ministers, Presidents,
Pompous Windbags, whatever are merely puppets who represent the likes of the
Rothschilds, Rockerfellers, Bundies, Collins, the Bush League, the Clintons.... et al. All of
them rapacious criminals mostly of a jewish persuasion or outright shape shifting alien
beings as has been well documented by people such as, David Icke, or Steven Greer. If
one does a modicum of reflection and is honest, one can easily recognize how average
most world ʻleadersʼ actually are. There are exceptions, of course. The Amazing Geert
Wilders in the Netherlands comes to mind. And, of course, the Incredible Vladimir Putin in
Russia and now, the Awesome Donald J. Trump in the USA. Hopefully men such as
these will help to pull the people together and collectively we overcome the Satanic
menace plaguing us. We know who they are, and you do too. Admit it. You know it is the
Jews who are behind all the malfeasance destroying this planet. They control the
corporations. They control the media. They control the Muslims. They control most
people, whose minds have been totally rendered into mush by the machinations of the
jews; machinations such as poisoning drinking water with the scrapings of the chimneys of
fertilizer plants, commonly known as, Fluoride. Back in 1939 there were only, 3.3 million of
them in Europe. Not much more, world wide. Now they number 17 million and are
reproducing and implanting their Talmudic poison into the minds of increasing numbers of
jewlets. If they and the Muslims are not stopped immediately, we, who are not them, are in
for a very rough ride.

WHAT DO YOU CALL CATTLE?

Cattle are, stock.

They are stock which goes to market. The stock market. Some of you
go there, as well. The Stock Markets which human beings go to are those jewish shell
games where you can put your money down and hope someone doesnʼt manipulate
matters so that you lose your shirt. Happens all the time in the stock market. People lose
their lives there. Let me explain how things work in the Jew York Stock Exchange, for
example. International banksters work with billions and trillions of dollars which move about
electronically. Buying and selling takes place in the matter of seconds as a billion dollars
makes a point zero, zero, zero ... 1% in a second or two, which amounts to millions of dollars
profit. If you happen to be lucky and you have some money in a stock they are supporting
and playing with, you may win. The stock market is a roulette wheel, for the most part,
except, unlike regulated carnival wheels, jews scheme and scam and work wonders with
money and gold; but just for them and they control the JUST US system, since most
lawyers, judges, and prosecutors are jews; who have swept the Common Law/Natural
Law under the rug and have replaced it with their Talmudic abomination known as, Admiralty
Law; the Law of the sea, where anything can be done in International Waters. Jews run
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massive floating gambling hotels out there where they further fleece the sheeple in steel
cans of people soup. Not our choice for a vacation. You might want to reconsider a cruise
this winter. Also, you might want to second guess your flight plans. Airlines do not wash
the pillows and blankets, for example. They are reused and often time so are the ear
buds, it only appears they are fresh because they are repackaged. As for the food, well,
letʼs not go there. It might put you off your breakfast.

IN PRAISE OF CHICKENS AND COWS
How many of you still drink milk? How many of you still eat meat? How many
of you eat eggs? How many of you enjoy a lovely fried chicken now and then?
When you consider how much of our meals are based some way or other on the products
produced by chickens and cows, it is quite amazing how beneficial those creatures are to us.
Steaks come from bovines/cows. Butter, cheese, milk, and that delicious thick cream with
which to make that perfect cup of coffee in the morning, all comes from bovines; a gentle
creature which is fattened up and then finished by killing the animal from the inside out with a
grain diet towards the last few months before it goes to the stock market. The grain
ferments in the stomachs of the cow and create alcohol which destroys the animalʼs organs
and then makes for that marbly effect in the muscle tissues; the fat in steaks which give them
that extra special flavour; which now a days, is a heavy metal and industrial poison
concentration; since the many drugs fed to the animal throughout its development coagulate
in the fat. It is not burned off when you BBQ that muscle on a grill. Unfinished beef is
available, that would be meat with almost no fat in the tissue and not such concentrations of
poison. However, the animal is eating irradiated grass, upon which massive amounts of
chemicals are dumped by the chem trail air planes and what wafts over from the neighborʼs
field. Chickens, also, are fed chemicals and are raised in very unnatural conditions which
creates a tremendous amount of stress in those industrialized birds. The agony of having to
live inside with thousands of other chickens, all of them seeking space to peck and roam and
seek a roosting spot, makes the chickenʼs brain insane and it sends out hormonal signals
which makes for a very sorry creature that should not be consumed since it is full of toxic,
negative energy. Free range, happy chickens make far better soup, and a tastier drumstick.
OUR SUGGESTION IS TO BUY LOCAL. BUY FROM FARMERS YOU KNOW and
trust. you can no longer trust your international corporations to make good food for you.
those companies are only concerned with their bottom line not your good health.
Remember most large corporations are owned by very few people and many of them are
jewish. A jewish family owns WalMart, for example. The owners are worth billions and
yet, in places, WalMart have set up food collection and donation bins to help support their
starving staff. It is high time that these huge factories serviced by slaves, be made to profit
share with their staff. People deserve living wages and the minimum wage does not do
that. WalMarts suck millions of dollars out of a town or city; all of that could go to locals.
Canada is now a service economy where most people in jobs earn a minimum wage or
slightly above. Manufacturing is dwindling in Canada as more and more international box
enterprises set up shop and sell Canadians things made elsewhere. It just goes to show
how useless our politicians are. They have allowed our country to be sold off, lock, stock
and barrel. They have allowed the increasing poverty of our population and increased the
rules and regulations keeping them at bey. Canada should be completely self sufficient
and should tell the rest of the world, take care of your own business, as well. More of this in
future issues. We have to rethink how we do things in Canada and make her great again, as
well. GO MISTER TRUMP!
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